To: Sarah Fishman, Associate Dean, CLASS  
From: CLASS Academic Affairs Center  
Date: 10/01/2010  
Re: CLASS Policy on limitations on KIN and PEB being Retroactive  

It is proposed that the current catalog wording on the limitations on KIN and PEB be used for all students on catalogs prior to the current catalog (Fall 2010-Summer 2011).

The current catalog (Fall 2010-Summer 2011) wording on the limitations on KIN and PEB is as follows:

Unless they are obtaining a minor or major in Kinesiology, students can count toward a degree in CLASS any KIN or PEB course with the following restrictions:

   a. No more than three semester hours in KIN or PEB 1 credit hour physical activity courses.
   b. No special problems courses in KIN or PEB.

For students who are on a catalog before Fall 2010, the wording on the limitations on KIN and PEB is as follows:

Unless they are obtaining a minor in Kinesiology, or are candidates for teacher certification with a second teaching field in Kinesiology, students may apply credit toward any degree in CLASS for only the following courses offered by the Department of Health and Human Performance:

   a. No more than three semester hours in KIN or PEB physical activities.
   b. KIN 1252, 3300, 3301, 3304, 3305, 3306, 3309, 3325, 3360, 4200, 4307, 4310, 4315, 4325, 4345, 4350, 4355, 4360, 4365, 4370

It is requested that the current catalog wording on the limitations on KIN and PEB be used for all students on catalogs prior to the current catalog. This request is being made because of the following:

1. It is easier for the advisors to not have to seek out which KIN courses are allowable and which KIN courses are not allowable.
2. It allows students to use KIN or PEB courses that are two hours or more, which helps with credit hours towards their 120 hour count and progress towards a timely graduation, while still limiting the student to only three semester hours in KIN or PEB 1 credit hour physical activity courses and no special problems in courses in KIN or PEB.